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                                                     Links to national quality standards quality Area 1 Educational program and practice 

We celebrated footy day with the children coming in dressed in their team colours and made some art work to decorate the room. We also 

enjoyed the sunshine going out into the park and played a game of football and even had a beautiful lunch outside which the children 

enjoyed-hotdogs either eating a full hotdog or opting for just the sausage. 

As the weather is getting warmer, we are outdoor a lot more and even find ourselves enjoying having our lunches or afternoon tea outside 

and the children requesting to go out and enjoy the sunshine with an excursion to Woolworth’s or just a play in the park. We have been 

going down to the supermarket to do some recycling but now have gone in further to do some shopping with the children making a small list 

for our cooking experiment and walking through the aisles and grabbing our items than checking out with a piece of fruit. As much as they 

love cooking, making a list and going out into the shop to buy ingredients gives them more responsibility and ownership allowing the children 

to be a part of the whole process that goes into cooking. We enjoyed making our yummy yoghurt muesli slice with the children making them 

that we had to make them again the next day. We brought out little children’s knives which we used to cut pieces of fruit, spoke about 

measurements and mixing dry and wet ingredients together.  

We got to celebrate International day of Older persons with an open invitation to relatives to come and enjoy a little play which was 

amazing as the children were overly excited going from one play experiences to the next to show them everything. 

We have started show and tell this month which will be an ongoing project which the children have been enjoying excitingly waiting for their 

day and really investing some time and thought into what they might want to bring in to show their friends. 


